Monday What are possessive apostrophes?
This week we are going to be learning about possessive apostrophes. This is a kind of punctuation! Have a look at the one of the YouTube clips and the powerpoint to help you understand a little more!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Qmy42V1ujo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kp8nMrAQUpA
Now have a look at the passage attached below about Captain Purplebeard! Can you circle the possessive apostrophe? Now underline the thing that is ‘belonging’ to identify why the possessive apostrophe is needed!

Can you spot where my possessive apostrophes are?

Tuesday - Writing using possessive apostrophes
Recap yesterday’s powerpoint if you need to.

Today we are going to practise writing words that need to use the possessive apostrophe. Have a look at the sheet attached below! Like the powerpoint asked you to do, look at the pictures, now write a sentence that uses the possessive apostrophe showing that something belongs. There are some examples to help you along the way!

Thursday - Practise and apply
Remind yourself about the possessive apostrophes we have been practising!

Now have a go at correcting the sheet attached below! Some possessive apostrophes have been used incorrectly and some have been missed out. Add them in where needed or cross out and correct words above to show how they should be spelt!

Grammar and Spelling
Possessive apostrophes

Grammer focus: possessive apostrophes
Spellings for this week: see powerpoint
Monday - break steak
Tuesday - great
Thursday - beautiful
Friday - pretty

Friday - Practise!
Have a go at some of the possessive apostrophe activities on seesaw that we drop into your inbox!

Spellings One per day
Look at spelling powerpoint. One word per day. Put the powerpoint onto slide show. The slide will reveal the word, then hide it for the children to have a go at writing. It will then reveal the word so they can check it. This happens twice for the same word. Then try to put the word into a sentence. This activity should take no more than ten minutes.
Can you circle the words where I have used a possessive apostrophe and underline the thing that 'belongs'.

The monster’s head sunk below the water.
The ship’s decks were slippery and wet.
The fiddler’s map was brown and curly.
The pirate’s beds were hard and lumpy!
The monster’s teeth went crunch!
Write a short sentence that includes a word using the possessive apostrophe to show something belongs.

Example: The parrot sat on the fiddler's shoulder.
The ships bow sunk into the water as the pirat‘es boat flew through the air! Captain Purplebeards body dropped down to the monsters’ jaws. The monsters tentacles grabbed the pirates and held them tight. The crews oars dropped into the water and soon there was nothing left!